
 
APPLICATION NO: 19/01237/FUL OFFICER: Miss Michelle Payne 

DATE REGISTERED: 25th June 2019 DATE OF EXPIRY : 20th August 2019 

WARD: Charlton Kings PARISH: CHARLK 

APPLICANT: Mr Putman 

LOCATION: 1 Hamilton Street Charlton Kings Cheltenham 

PROPOSAL: Single storey, one bed dwelling (revised scheme ref: 19/00756/FUL) 

 

REPRESENTATIONS 
 

Number of contributors  11 
Number of objections  11 
Number of representations 0 
Number of supporting  0 

   
45 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HL 
 

 

Comments: 5th July 2019 
I object strongly to this proposal. It would seriously damage the quality of the conservation area 
onto which it abuts.  
 
1. With its roof line at the proposed height it completely blocks the sight lines along the north 

side of Cudnall Street. It does this by building well forward of all adjacent properties and on 
land previously safeguarded by planning. It will produce a large unwanted constriction right at 
the heart of the conservation area. 
 

2. It compromises rather than enhances the street's Grade 1 listed building, Elborough Cottage, 
by placing a new property within 10 metres of its front door. 

 
   

1 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HS 
 

 

Comments: 8th July 2019 
As with the previous application this proposed structure would be out of character in a 
Conservation Area and would make a bad parking situation in the area even worse.The proposed 
building represents the worst example of speculative infilling and would be a visual eyesore in an 
area containing numerous buildings of significant historic interest ! 
 
   

6 Hamilton Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HN 
 

 



Comments: 9th July 2019 
The revised application in my view does not address any of the objections previously made. The 
proposed dwelling is in a conservation area overlooking a listed building and its design is totally 
out of keeping with other properties in the immediate vicinity. A total blot on the landscape as far 
as I am concerned! 
 
Comments: 27th July 2019 
These revised plans are even worse! It looks like an upmarket garage, totally out of character in 
this conservation area. Absolutely unacceptable. It is a very small space, totally inappropriate for 
a second dwelling apart from the impact on the surrounding area. 
 
   

45 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HL 
 

 

Comments: 2nd July 2019 
Although this submission is less imposing than the previous one, I remain concerned at the effect 
on the conservation area in which we live.  
 
While extending the existing semi to the rear could be done without serious deleterious effect, 
building any separate building on this unsuitable plot can only be to the detriment of Cudnall 
Street. As previously mentioned, any house built on this footprint, extending right to the boundary 
as it does, would effectively be in Cudnall Street, not Hamilton Street.  
 
The original building line, so much part of the charm of Cudnall Street, is not respected, and the 
sight line remains severely affected from a safety point of view. 
 
Comments: 30th July 2019 
This revised application does not address the issues that concerned us previously. It remains a 
building that protrudes beyond the building line and still blocks the view up and down the 
conservation area at a central point in Cudnall Street. The house directly abuts and intrudes into 
Cudnall Street (even more so now that a gate gives direct access to that street). The 6'4'' wall 
creates a tall and permanent barrier well inside the building line of Cudnall Street. A valuable 
mature tree has been removed. The proposal worsens already difficult parking congestion and 
traffic danger on that corner. The design is totally at odds with the surroundings, not least its 
close proximity to the historic Elborough Cottage. The building's design and building materials 
resemble a tin cabin and could hardly be more discordant. 
 
   

10 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HT 
 

 

Comments: 12th July 2019 
I refer to the revised scheme ref: 19/00756/FUL in connection with the above house.  At present, 
No. 1 has off street parking for one car and possibly a second.  All the roads in Cudnall Street are 
congested with parked cars from the surrounding small roads. If the parking was removed from 
No. 1 Hamilton Street there would be two more cars to be accommodated and presumably for the 
occupant of the new building, in the event of planning permission being granted.  There are 
parked cars in the street and two-way traffic to contend with. 
 



I am totally against any development on this site, the mature tree (shown on the plan as being at 
the end of the garden) would be cut down and about three meters of garden would be left.  The 
whole plan is totally unsuitable. 
 
Comments: 29th July 2019 
The latest revision of the plan suggests something that would be more suitable as 
accommodation on a building site than as a "dwelling".  It is totally inappropriate for this 
conservaton area and I strongly hope that planning will be refused. 
 
   

40 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HG 
 

 

Comments: 9th July 2019 
Letter attached.  
 
Comments: 2nd August 2019 
Thank you for sending me notification of the revised scheme for the above property. 
 
I have viewed the revised plans carefully, and my previous objections still stand. 
 
i.e. I still believe the proposed building in inappropriate and will have an adverse effect on the 
area which is a designated conservation area. 
 
The proposal ignores the regulated building line. 
 
Parking would be a big issue.  Dangerous for both oncoming traffic, and for pedestrians unable to 
see what is coming round the corner either way. 
 
   

43 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HL 
 

 

Comments: 12th July 2019 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 2nd August 2019 
Letter attached.  
 
   

36 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HG 
 

 

Comments: 9th July 2019 
Letter attached.  
 
Comments: 29th July 2019 

Letter attached.  



 
   

32 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HG 
 

 

Comments: 19th July 2019 
I wish to object to this application. 
 
While the new proposals are more in keeping with the buildings around, the erection of a dwelling 
here would grossly interfere with the line of Cudnall Street houses. This would not enhance the 
conservation area. 
 
Parking remains an issue: a house built here reduces the parking at no. 1, Hamilton St, and only 
has one parking space itself. Given that each house might have two cars, this may mean more 
pressure on parking in the area, already at a premium. 
 
I am intrigued as to how the cherry tree in the garden of no. 1 seems to have moved in the 
drawing of the proposed building. Actually, a building of that size would mean chopping it down. 
 
   

39 Cudnall Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HP 
 

 

  Comments: 10th July 2019 
We wish to strongly object to the proposed development for the following reasons: 
 
We believe that a new build on this site would be completely out of context, given that it is 
bordered on three sides by the Cudnall Street Conservation Area and is surrounded by buildings 
of historic significance, including 'listed buildings', 'key unlisted buildings' and 'positive buildings' 
in terms of character appraisal in the Index of Buildings of Local Interest (SPD). We think that this 
proposal is in breach of the Cudnall Street Conservation Area Management Plan Supplementary 
Planning Document. The proposed development would detract from the conservation area and 
from the setting of the historical buildings surrounding it and interfere with residents' and public 
enjoyment of this heritage site.  
 
Furthermore, the proposed development ignores the building line of the north side of Cudnall 
Street and so spoils the established built pattern that lends this historical street so much 
character.  
 
The Local Development Framework aims to prevent back garden development, yet this proposal 
leaves only three metres of garden between the side wall of our house and the single storey 
section of the building. As such, it could be classified as back garden development.  
 
We are also concerned about noise disturbance, given that the new building would be sited only 
three metres away from our living room.  
 
The architect drawings show a mature tree between the back of the development and our house, 
yet there would not be room for such a tree. Furthermore, the mature tree that is currently in-situ 
would need to be chopped down to allow for the new build.  
 



We worry that if planning permission is granted for this footprint, it would be more difficult to 
refuse further planning consent in the future to convert the single storey section to two storey. 
This would have severe implications in terms of blocking light into our basement bedroom and 
would completely overlook our garden, negatively impacting our privacy, as well as spoiling views 
to the Cotswold scarp from our garden. The 1.5-storey section of the current proposal would also 
overlook our garden and negatively impact our privacy. 
 
No planning permission has ever been granted for access to this proposed plot from Hamilton 
Street, despite a car port existing currently and manoeuvring into and out of this spot on the 
corner puts other road users and pedestrians at risk. 
 
Finally, given that most households have two cars and the plans allow for only one parking space 
for each house, the proposed building would also be likely to increase on-street parking pressure, 
which is already at crisis point. Cudnall Street is already facing four new houses and the 
additional traffic created from yet another new build, using Cudnall Street for access is, in our 
view unwise. 
 
Comments: 4th August 2019 
Please read this objection in conjunction with our previous comments of Wednesday 10th July, 
2019. All our previous objections still stand, since nothing has been done to address these 
significant concerns. Again, this design is totally out of context and at odds with the historical 
buildings that surround it. We agree with other comments that the latest proposal resembles a 
shipping container plonked amidst historical buildings. Again, it ignores the building line, 
increases pressure on parking, blocks the views in the conservation area, spoils the openness of 
Cudnall street and if it is allowed to go ahead, then the council will be condoning a driveway 
leading onto a blind corner, in a busy area that is used as a cut through. This will be dangerous 
for both traffic and pedestrians. 
 
   

3 Hamilton Street 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL53 8HN 
 

 

Comments: 14th July 2019 
I object to this proposed building, which is effectively on Cudnall Street, as it is completely out of 
character with the surrounding area which is one of the prettiest and most historic streets in 
Charlton Kings. 
 
With the benefit of 60 years of hindsight, numbers 1, 3, 5 and 7 Hamilton Street should never 
have been built, as they jar with the rest of the street, and with Cudnall Street. As a result of this 
the conservation area boundary carves out 1 Hamilton Street, preventing the entirety of Cudnall 
Street from being in a conservation area. 
 
At least there was an attempt at the time to set the development well back from Cudnall Street 
and maintain good lines of sight across the corners from North to East and North to West. 
 
This proposed development breaches the North to West line of sight and builds right up against 
the pavement of Cudnall Street, taking advantage of the ill-considered boundary of the 
converation area. In all but name this is a new and modern house on Cudnall Street, directly 
opposite a Grade II listed building. 
 
In addition, subsequent to the original construction, a driveway has been built at 1 Hamilton 
Street which is on a blind corner, and will presumably be in frequent use if this development goes 
ahead, increasing congestion and the risk of road traffic accidents. 
 



The proposed development compounds a poor planning decision that was taken 60 years ago. I 
would hope that a second mistake is not made. 
 
As regards my own property, the proposed development impacts my view of Cudnall Street, but 
not to a great extent and this is not the basis of my objection. 
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